Proximus announces
the intent to take TeleSign public
17 December 2021

For the full investor presentation please consult www.telesign.com/investors.

Disclaimer

No Representations and Warranties

This presentation is for informational purposes only and does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate a possible investment decision with respect to the proposed Business Combination. The recipient agrees and acknowledges that
this presentation is not intended to form the basis of any investment decision by the recipient in relation to the Business Combination, the Proximus shares or any other investment decision. . This Presentation is not intended to constitute and should not be construed as
investment, tax, or legal advice.
Use of Projections
This Presentation contains financial forecasts with respect to certain financial metrics of TeleSign, including, but not limited to, [revenues, gross profit, gross margin, adjusted gross margin, operating expenses, EBITDA, and capital expenditures]. Neither Proximus’ nor NAAC’s independent
auditors, nor the independent registered public accounting firm of TeleSign, audited, reviewed, compiled, or performed any procedures with respect to the projections for the purpose of their inclusion in this Presentation, and accordingly, neither of them expressed an opinion or provided
any other form of assurance with respect thereto for the purpose of this Presentation. The financial forecasts and projections in this Presentation should not be relied upon as being necessarily indicative of future results. Neither Proximus nor NAAC nor TeleSign undertakes any
commitment to update or revise the projections, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise. Furthermore, the financial forecasts and historical numbers included throughout this Presentation have been prepared using generally accepted accounting principles in
the United States (“US GAAP”). Because the US GAAP audit was not complete at the time the projections contained herein were prepared, such projections do not take into account certain adjustments that may be made during the audit process, as further discussed below.
[In addition, certain projections contained herein relate to results for the year ending December 31, 2021. The US GAAP audit of such results is currently in process. Such results represent projections prepared prior to entry into definitive agreements relating to the proposed Business
Combination. Unless otherwise indicated, such results are not intended to represent, and do not represent, audited results for such period or preliminary data resulting from such audit process. Customary reporting processes with respect to such 2021 information have not been
completed and TeleSign’s auditors have not completed an audit of such estimates. During the course of the audit and review on TeleSign’s 2021 results, items may be identified that would result in material adjustments as compared to such projections. Accordingly, you should not place
undue reliance on such projections.]
In this Presentation, certain of the above-mentioned projected information has been repeated (in each case, with an indication that the information is an estimate) and is subject to the qualifications presented herein, for purposes of providing comparisons with historical data. The
assumptions and estimates underlying the prospective financial information are inherently uncertain and are subject to a wide variety of significant business, economic, and competitive risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the
prospective financial information. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that the prospective forecasts are indicative of the future performance of TeleSign or the combined company after completion of the proposed Business Combination or that actual results will not differ materially
from those presented in the prospective financial information. Inclusion of the prospective financial information in this Presentation should not be regarded as a representation by any person that the results contained in the prospective financial information will be achieved.

Cautionary Language Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
The Presentation and oral statements made in connection herewith include “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. All
statements, other than statements of present or historical fact included herein, regarding the proposed Business Combination, NAAC’s and Proximus’ ability to consummate the transaction, the benefits of the transaction and TeleSign future financial performance following the
transaction, as well as TeleSign’s strategy, future operations, financial position, estimated revenues, and losses, projected costs, prospects, plans and objectives of management are forward looking statements. When used herein, including any oral statements made in connection
herewith, the words “outlook,” “believes,” “expects,” “potential,” “continues,” “may,” “might,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “seeks,” “approximately,” “predicts,” “intends,” “plans,” “estimates,” “anticipates,” the negative of such terms and other similar expressions are intended to identify forwardlooking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain such identifying words. These forward-looking statements are based on management’s current expectations and assumptions about future events and are based on currently available information as to the
outcome and timing of future events. Except as otherwise required by applicable law, NAAC, Proximus and TeleSign disclaim any duty to update any forward-looking statements, all of which are expressly qualified by the statements in this section, to reflect events or circumstances after
the date hereof. NAAC and Proximus caution you that these forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, most of which are difficult to predict and many of which are beyond the control of NAAC and Proximus. These risks include, but are not limited to, (1) the
inability to complete the transactions contemplated by the proposed Business Combination; (2) the inability to recognize the anticipated benefits of the proposed Business Combination, which may be affected by, among other things, competition, and the ability of the combined business
to grow and manage growth profitably; (3) risks related to the rollout of TeleSign’s business and expansion strategy; (4) overall demand for the products offered by TeleSign; (5) the possibility that TeleSign’s technology and products could have undetected defects or errors; (6) the
effects of competition on TeleSign’s future business; (7) the inability to successfully retain or recruit officers, key employees, or directors following the proposed Business Combination; (8) the market’s reaction to the proposed Business Combination; (9) TeleSign’s financial performance
following the proposed Business Combination; (10) costs related to the proposed Business Combination; (11) changes in applicable laws or regulations; (12) the possibility that the novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) may hinder Proximus’ ability to consummate the Business Combination;
(13) the possibility that COVID-19 may adversely affect the results of operations, financial position and cash flows of TeleSign; (14) the possibility that Proximus or TeleSign may be adversely affected by other economic, business, and/or competitive factors; and (15) other risks and
uncertainties indicated from time to time in documents filed or to be filed with the SEC by the companies. Should one or more of the risks or uncertainties described herein and in any oral statements made in connection therewith occur, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect,
actual results and plans could differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statements.
Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures
This Presentation includes non-GAAP financial measures, including EBITDA and adjusted gross margin. EBITDA is calculated as revenue less cost of goods sold, and operating expenses. Adjusted gross margin is calculated as gross profit plus inventory write downs divided by revenue.
Management believes that these non-GAAP measures of financial results provide useful information to management and investors regarding certain financial and business trends relating to TeleSign’s financial condition and results of operations. NAAC and Proximus believe that the use
of these non-GAAP financial measures provides an additional tool for investors to use in evaluating ongoing operating results and trends. Management does not consider these non-GAAP measures in isolation or as an alternative to financial measures determined in accordance with
GAAP. Other companies may calculate non-GAAP measures differently, and therefore the non-GAAP measures of TeleSign included in this Presentation may not be directly comparable to similarly titled measures of other companies.
Industry and Market Data; Trademarks and Trade Names
Information and opinions in this Presentation rely on and refer to information and statistics regarding the sectors in which TeleSign competes and other industry data. Proximus obtained this information and statistics from third-party sources, including reports by market research firms.
NAAC, Proximus and TeleSign have not independently verified the information and make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness. NAAC, Proximus and TeleSign have supplemented this information where necessary with information from
TeleSign’s own internal estimates, taking into account publicly available information about other industry participants and TeleSign’s management’s best view as to information that is not publicly available. The industry and market data included herein presents information only as of and
for the periods indicated, is subject to change at any time, and is not, and should not be assumed to be, complete or to constitute all the information necessary to adequately make an informed decision regarding your engagement with NAAC, Proximus or TeleSign.
NAAC, Proximus and TeleSign also own or have rights to various trademarks, service marks and trade names that they use in connection with the operation of their respective businesses. This Presentation also contains trademarks, service marks and trade names of third parties, which
are the property of their respective owners. The use or display of third parties’ trademarks, service marks, trade names or products in this Presentation is not intended to, and does not imply a relationship with NAAC, Proximus or TeleSign, or an endorsement or sponsorship by or of NAAC,
Proximus or TeleSign. Solely for convenience, the trademarks, service marks and trade names referred to in this Presentation may appear without the ®, TM or SM symbols, but such references are not intended to indicate, in any way, that NAAC, Proximus or TeleSign will not assert, to
the fullest extent under applicable law, their rights or the right of the applicable licensor to these trademarks, service marks and trade names.
No Offer or Solicitation
This Presentation is for informational purposes only and shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities pursuant to the proposed Business Combination or otherwise (including securities of Proximus), nor shall there be any sale of securities in any
jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to the registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. No offer of securities shall be made except by means of a prospectus meeting the requirements of Section 10 of the Securities Act
or pursuant to an exemption from registration under the Securities Act.
Additional Information
In connection with the proposed Business Combination, NAAC (or, if applicable, the surviving public entity of the Business Combination) will publicly file with the SEC a registration statement on Form S-4 and a related proxy statement/prospectus with the SEC. Additionally, NAAC (and, if
applicable, the surviving public entity of the Business Combination) will publicly file other relevant materials with the SEC in connection with the proposed Business Combination. The materials to be filed with the SEC may be obtained free of charge at the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov.
Investors and security holders are urged to read the proxy statement/prospectus and the other relevant materials when they become available before making any voting or investment decision with respect to the proposed Business Combination because they will contain important
information about the Business Combination and the parties to the Business Combination.
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You use TeleSign for…
3

Social
Media

Signing up for an account or receiving two-factor
authentication text-messages

FinTech

Receiving friendly payment reminders and confirmations

E-Commerce

Receiving receipts and shipping status updates or receiving
a one-time passcode to reset your account password

On-demand
Services

Communicating with drivers through private,
secure channels

Gaming

Receiving SMS messages on updates for upcoming
product launches

Enterprise
Software

Receiving two-factor authentication text-messages

© 2021 TeleSign
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Note: Companies are actual TeleSign clients

Proximus intends to take TeleSign public at an EV of $1.3bn

$ 1.3Bn EV
Pro Forma, TeleSign

Transaction overview

Implies

2.2x

EV/Revenue 2023E

Key funding terms
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$437 M Net Cash*
on TeleSign Balance Sheet

~67% Proximus ownership*
Pro Forma at $10 / Share

• NAAC and TeleSign Corporation
to combine
• Expected to close Q2’22
• Post-closing, “TeleSign Inc.” to
be listed on Nasdaq

• $ 379.5M raised by NAAC, listed
on Nasdaq
• $ 107.5M fully committed PIPE
• $ -50M transaction cost

SPAC;
21.8%;
Proximus;
66.5%;

PIPE;
6.7%;
Sponsor
Promote;
4.9%;

* assuming no redemptions of the ordinary
shares held by NAAC's shareholders

Business combination with NAAC, a SPAC with
$379.5 million in trust

Experienced Industry leaders, operating, investing and
capital raising in public and private markets and across
various geographies.
Andrew Morgan |

Chairman

• Diageo
• Gillette

Gary Quin |

Extensive experience in corporate governance and
management of blue-chip global corporates.

First-hand knowledge of technology
and telecoms sectors.
CEO

• Digicel
• Blackrock Communications
• Blackstone, Credit Suisse

Support TeleSign’s transition to US public markets and
its global expansion.
Alignment on governance principles (NAAC to be
redomiciled in the US)
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TeleSign is a leading Authentication and
Digital Identity player

Business
Overview

Global
Footprint

Sticky Blue Chip
Customer Base

8/10
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Strong
Technological Moat

TOP

TeleSign offers solutions
across the full spectrum of
end user account security,
communications and
engagement

60+

Countries with
active customers

Top internet
companies are
customers3

Company in the Gartner
leader quadrant for user
authentication

Platform to protect and
engage users with SMS and
voice messaging, Mobile
SDKs, and Data and
Analytics APIs

21%

141%

35+

Primarily usage-based
revenue model with
minimum commitments
and other features

1. 2020 Revenue
2. YTD as of June
3. Based on market capitalization

Revenue1

outside the US

440+
Employees2

4. 2018-2021 YTD Average Net Retention Rate
5. TeleSign’s revenue 2018-21E CAGR

Average
Net Retention
Rate4

Patents in mobile
identity and MFA

21Bn+

Annual transactions
verified p.a.

Excellent
Financial Profile

$391MM
2021E annual revenue

42%+

Revenue CAGR5

Profitable
business
model

TeleSign’s revenue growth profile is amongst the best in class
Revenue by Segment ($MM)
60%
47%

51%

Gross Profit1 by Segment ($MM)
18-21E
CAGR

47%
35%
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18-21E
CAGR

18%

391
CY2019-2020 Organic Revenue Growth (%)

42%

CY2018-2019 Organic Revenue Growth (%)

42%

314

84

19%
63

84

35%
31%

50
200

20%
69%

138

36%

2018A
2018A

2019A

Communication

2020A

2019A

2020A

2021E

Digital Identity

1. Gross Profit = Communication + Digital Identity + Unallocated Cost of Sales
2. Constant Currency view adjusting for currency fluctuations between EUR
and USD impacting revenues and termination fees

© 2021 TeleSign

14%

80%

Communication
Direct Margin3

Digital Identity
Direct Margin3

2021E

Adjusting for constant
currency effect2 2021 yoy
growth would amount to 6.1%

Unallocated Cost
of Sales

3. Direct Margin is a non-GAAP metric calculated as revenue less direct variable product specific
costs including network termination fees, data acquisition costs and variable cloud hosting fees
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Large and rapidly growing global
addressable market
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~$24.0Bn
CPaaS

2024

~$4.6Bn
CPaaS

~$54.5Bn

2019

Total

~$18.3Bn

TAILWINDS

Total

~$13.7Bn

Digital
Identity

Digital
Transformation

Accelerating digital
communications

Source: Markets & Markets Analysis, IDC
Note: CPaaS includes Video, Data (Messaging/Push), Voice and Other

\\

Mobile becoming
primary source of identity

ML & analytics
to prevent fraud

~$30.5Bn

Digital
Identity

Proven growth strategy enabled by multiple pillars

Continued Market
Growth

Value Chain & Use
Case Expansion

New Customer
Segments

Acceleration Opportunity Through M&A
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Geographic
Expansion

Attractive expected growth trajectory, with margin expansion
driven by mix shift towards Digital Identity
Revenue by Segment ($MM)
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Gross Profit by Segment ($MM)
21E-26E
CAGR

21E-26E
CAGR
327

1,132
245

941

24%

59%

31%
181

776
603

56%

26%

7%

127

485

97
84

391

17%

31%
69%

2021E
2021E

74%

2022E

2023E

Communication

2024E

2025E

2022E

2023E

2024E

2025E

2026E

2026E

Digital Identity

1. Direct Margin is a non-GAAP metric calculated as revenue less direct
variable product specific costs including network termination fees, data
acquisition costs and variable cloud hosting fees

Communication
Direct Margin1

Digital Identity
Direct Margin1

Unallocated Cost
of Sales

Proximus continues its path of shareholder value
creation with this transaction

Gigabit network
Fiber
leadership
leadership

Grow TeleSign

Through accelerated fiber rollout

Domestic services
revenue growth

Rebound of BICS
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A unique strategic momentum to unlock the full
potential of TeleSign

1

Unlock
value

• Full value not reflected
today, with externalization
bringing meaningful value
uplift for Proximus
shareholders

© 2021 TeleSign
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Currency for
TeleSign
growth

• TeleSign enhanced financial and
strategic flexibility as a
standalone firm, equipped to
develop its growth plan,
optimizes capital allocation for
Proximus Group

3
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Exposure to
future value
creation

• Proximus remains
controlling shareholder and
hence exposed to future
TeleSign growth

Conclusion
13

2

Transaction will enable
TeleSign to accelerate
its transition towards
Digital Identity

Proximus keeping
strong majority and
hence exposed to
TeleSign’s attractive
growth profile

TeleSign taking up
important Societal
role by making the
internet safer

Q&A

Question? Join the conference call:
Dial-in UK
Dial-in USA
Dial-in Europe

+44 20 7194 3759
+1 646 722 4916
+32 2 403 5816

Code 94687207#

